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The Power of the Individual: Tackling Climate Destruction
The earth is a ginormous space that hosts the environment for thousands of ecosystems to
thrive. Life within these ecosystems naturally adapt to their surroundings in order to survive as
climate naturally changes through time. While most of these adaptations are centered around that
particular organism so it may continue to live, there is one species where their adaptive
advancements reach the highest level of personal survival through the destruction of other species.
Human adaptation has exceeded beyond personal sustainability to the extent that advancement
now comes at the cost of other life. As the human population increased in the world, there was a
growth an ideology to expand globally. This glorified achievement of expansion lead to
Colonization or the process of expanding globally to seize and capture territory and resources.
Early colonizers of the earth initiated an obsession for global expansion that sparked the
destruction of life. This life, being natural habitats of the earth, suffered severe exploitation that
has led to the ever-growing depletion of the planet today. Ultimately, human prioritization to
progress forward by any means began with European colonization and has led to a demand heavy
world where resources are now at risk of entire depletion and the future of the planet is unclear.
There are various ways in which a species can seek to improve their ability to live. One of
these methods can be improving or expanding their food supply. This, in terms of human life, was
and remains rooted in agriculture. Traditionally and historically living in farming societies, the
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human race has developed a system of growing crops to support their livelihood in every aspect,
including health, culture, and economic well-being. There was a direct valuation of land based on
the possibility to increase food supply and whether that be to support food supply for health or for
trade. As examined in Ben Kiernan’s Blood and Soil, a “fetish for agriculture” was a major driver
for colonization of new territory. 1 This “fetish” was demonstrative of a larger idea brewing behind
the simple need for a food supply; that idea was the potential for wealth. Chapter seven of
Ecological Imperialism by Alfred Crosby examines the success of European agriculture in the
New Word of the Americas. The chapter describes how the lack of natural predators to plants
allowed them to flourish and spread across the new territory which would inevitably diminish
natural crops. 2 This leads into a problem of invasive species but also reinforces the fetish for
agriculture. When the fetish is not only satisfied but deeply gratified by the mass success of crop
growth, there becomes a larger desire for more. The high yield of crops only catalyzed and
intensified this ideology. Ultimately, this aspiration for land to farm caused and continues to cause
significant harm to the earth.
Agriculture has become the world’s leading cause for pollution, from the chemicals used
to improve crop efficacy that poisons environments to the straight deforestation of land to farm,
these impacts are at no pace of slowing down. Additionally, the agricultural industry commits 18%
to global greenhouse gas emissions which contribute to climate change. 3 These negative impacts

1

Kiernan, Ben. Blood and Soil: A World History of Genocide and Extermination from Sparta to Darfur. Yale
University Press, 2009.

2

Crosby, Alfred W. Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900. Cambridge University
Press, 1993.
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“Impact of Sustainable Agriculture and Farming Practices.” WWF, World Wildlife Fund,
https://www.worldwildlife.org/industries/sustainable-agriculture.
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are not sustainable, and at some point, the consequences of these practices will arise with a hefty
cost that threatens human survival. Agriculture, while a positive for human life, is a major source
of “environmental degradation” where the more land that is captured for farming, the more land is
destroyed through agricultural processes, and this contributes to a change in the environment. To
explore this concept further, Fairhead and Leach explain how agriculture “leads to soil degradation
and renders farming less productive and sustainable” and that deforestation for farming “is thought
to have causes irregularities in downstream river flow and in rainfall” which “is contributing to
global warming.” 4 To examine agriculture full circle, the desire to increase food supply for human
health and economic well-being has established a high demand for land. This demand for land has
led to the overconsumption of natural environments so that it may be transitioned into farming
territory. This process alongside the process of growing crops, is rapidly degrading natural
environments and contributing to worldwide climate destruction.
The potential of wealth and economic gain is evident in the demand for increasing
agricultural supply. However, this ambition for wealth was intensified with the extraction of
valuable resources to trade. As seen in Kiernan’s Blood and Soil, global colonizers sought to
indulge themselves in generating wealth and power through the collection of valuable resources.
In the Spanish conquest of the Caribbean, colonizers would “kill [natives] because they want to be
rich and get a lot of gold, which is their sole aim.” 5 Not only does the mission to collect resources
inevitably result in the cruel extermination of lives that lay in the way, but the destruction of local

4

Fairhead, James and Melissa Leach. 2016. “False Forest History, Complicit Social Analysis:
Rethinking Some West African Environmental Narratives.” In Haenn, Nora, Harnish, Allison, and Wilk,
Richard, eds. The Environment in Anthropology (Second Edition): A Reader in Ecology, Culture, and
Sustainable Living. New York: New York University Press. Accessed August 13, 2021. ProQuest Ebook
Central.
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environments. Ecological Imperialism analyzes the impact of colonization onto indigenous lives
and the surrounding habitats. The concept argued in his text demonstrates how colonizing groups
journey towards achieving one goal and disregard the consequences of their actions. On page 151,
Crosby explains their “conquest created enormous areas of disturbed ground. Forests were razed
for timber and fuel and to make way for new enterprises…” 6 The extraction of resources not only
sourced streams of wealth for Europe, but it enabled them to build a strong foundation in new
territory that would pave the way for future endeavors to succeed. With each chopped tree, settlers
became stronger and heavily supplied to build a strong presence, trade their excess materials, and
drive further to achieve wealth and prosperity. However, there was a conjoined cost with these
actions that fueled the eradication of the environment.
The consequences for this behavior have only worsened over time. The expedition for
wealth by the removal and trade of the earth’s natural resources has only increased in pace.
Whether it be gold, black gold (oil), minerals, or wood from trees that meet the high demand of
human consumerism, if there is a want and demand to sell, groups, companies, and governments
will sacrifice life for that monetary source. Sawyer exemplifies this interaction with the conflict in
the Ecuadorian rainforests between indigenous communities, ARCO (a petroleum company), and
the government. The vast natural oil supply in the region has been seen as a source of black gold,
where oil companies can extract the oil to sell, and the government can tax those companies to
generate a larger money stream. The consequential factor includes the impact that this oil
extraction produces. 7 From tearing down and bulldozing forests to create oil plants to releasing

Crosby, Alfred W. Ecological Imperialism: The Biological Expansion of Europe, 900-1900. Cambridge University
Press, 1993.
7
Sawyer, Suzana 2016. “Indigenous Initiatives and Petroleum Politics in the Ecuadorian
Amazon.” In Haenn, Nora, Harnish, Allison, and Wilk, Richard, eds. The Environment in Anthropology
(Second Edition): A Reader in Ecology, Culture, and Sustainable Living. New York: New York University
Press. Accessed August 13, 2021. ProQuest Ebook Central.
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harmful chemicals into habitats that poison animals and indigenous life, the prioritization to obtain
wealth is the only factor that matters and continues to matter. To dive deeper into the effects that
resource extraction places on the environment, Watts explains that “extractive industries are
responsible for half of the world’s carbon emissions and more than 80% of biodiversity loss.” 8
The harm of these behaviors is known, yet they carry little to no importance or calls to action
because of the profit they carry. The lack of action poses a larger threat where humans will continue
to dig a deeper hole that may, someday, become impossible to escape from. Additionally, any
actions to improve technology is applied inappropriately where “the global economy has focused
on improvements in labour productivity at the cost of material and energy productivity.” 9 Instead
of focusing on sustainability of the planet that can align with the survival of these industries, the
focus is on driving profit and how to maximize that ultimate goal. It is evident that the top priority
is gaining wealth, no matter what happens to the earth and its ecosystems.
The human footprint on earth has evolved beyond agriculture and resource extraction. This
ever-growing footprint predominantly contributes to the issue of climate change of the planet.
National Geographic studies the various ways in which “humans impact the physical
environment… [which includes] overpopulation, pollution, burning fossil fuels, and deforestation”
and explains that “changes like these have triggered climate change, soil erosion, poor air quality,
and undrinkable water.” 10 Nearly every element of human behavior has yielded some harmful

Watts, Jonathan. “Resource Extraction Responsible for Half World's Carbon Emissions.” The
Guardian, Guardian News and Media, 12 Mar. 2019,
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/12/resource-extraction-carbon-emissionsbiodiversity-loss.
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Watts, Jonathan. “Resource Extraction Responsible for Half World's Carbon Emissions.” The
Guardian, Guardian News and Media, 12 Mar. 2019,
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/mar/12/resource-extraction-carbon-emissionsbiodiversity-loss.
10
Society, National Geographic. “Human Impacts on the Environment.” National Geographic Society, National
Geographic Society, https://www.nationalgeographic.org/topics/resource-library-human-impactsenvironment/?q=&amp;page=1&amp;per_page=25.
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consequence on the environment. Years of this behavior, alongside the trends that have intensified
the severity of these interactions, have greatly damaged the planet to an alarming state. These
human interactions are rooted in the overconsumption and high demand of goods that incentivize
companies to operate. The opportunity to make money and profit prevails as the top priority for
most people, institutions, and countries.
Historical behavior has not only burdened the planet but established the foundation of how
humans would interact with nature through time. Earth has been placed on the back burner, where
the health, sustainability and security of natural land is less important than the progress of human
life. While this has become a substantial element in human ideology, human needs have
contributed to a cycle of abuse on the planet. This cycle has been well defined as friction. Tsing
defines friction as “an ethnography of global connection” which emphasizes the inescapable
routine of human behaviors that consistently damage the planet. 11 The author explains how global
forces between different countries such as trade and the demand for goods, forces local
communities to sacrifice their environment to fulfill the demands of those forces and make a living.
This is exemplified through Indonesia where communities actively deforest their rainforest in
order to extract lumber for global trade. 12 There is an established paradox where what to sacrifice
becomes the main question: a living wage or the welfare of our planet? Indonesia serves as a
powerful example but is just one instance where the planet is sacrificed to satisfy the high demand
for resources and to generate wealth. Humans maintain a complex interaction with the

Tsing, Anna Lowenhaupt. 2016. “Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection” In Haenn,
Nora, Harnish, Allison, and Wilk, Richard, eds. The Environment in Anthropology (Second Edition): A
Reader in Ecology, Culture, and Sustainable Living. New York: New York University Press. Accessed
August 13, 2021. ProQuest Ebook Central.
12
Tsing, Anna Lowenhaupt. 2016. “Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection” In Haenn,
Nora, Harnish, Allison, and Wilk, Richard, eds. The Environment in Anthropology (Second Edition): A
Reader in Ecology, Culture, and Sustainable Living. New York: New York University Press. Accessed
August 13, 2021. ProQuest Ebook Central.
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environment. These interactions can be defined in a unique dynamic “whereby human activity
modifies an environmental system (often detrimentally), and the resulting environmental
repercussions then impact humans.” 13 This is demonstrative of the larger issue of human behavior
where the consequences of their interactions with the environment are ignored or disregarded but
they inevitably arise again in the future as larger threats to the welfare of humans. This ignored
cost has and will continue to worsen with time, yet little improvement has been applied to change
the situation. This has been seen with the intensifying severity of natural disasters, the rise of
epidemics and viruses, and the growing issue of climate change. The negative impacts are known,
yet tradition behaviors have not been significantly altered.
To combat negative human behavior on the planet, a number of different environmental
policies have been created, especially since the 1970s. These policies are significant in nature as
they are directly aimed at restricting harmful human behaviors in order to protect the environment.
Given the vast array of policies and intent which they are created, they seem to be powerful tools
to combat climate destruction. This poses a question on where the issue lies if environmental rule
of law is existent and effective. The United Nations Environment Programme investigates this
question and has argued that “the first-ever global assessment of environmental rule of law finds
weak enforcement to be a global trend that is exacerbating environmental threats, despite prolific
growth in environmental laws and agencies worldwide over the last four decades.” 14 As the
severity of human impact on the environment increases with time, the lack of legal enforcement

13

Galvani, Alison P., et al. “Human–Environment Interactions in Population and Ecosystem Health.”
PNAS, National Academy of Sciences, 20 Dec. 2016,
https://www.pnas.org/content/113/51/14502.

14

Dramatic Growth in Laws to Protect Environment, but ... - UNEP. https://www.unep.org/news-and-stories/pressrelease/dramatic-growth-laws-protect-environment-widespread-failure-enforce.
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tag teams to create additional challenges on improving the health of the planet. This problem
becomes more challenging internationally where the access to funding and capacity of
governments varies. In weaker and poorer nations, it has been more difficult to enforce
international rule of law pertaining to the environment because of their limited funds and weak
government institutions to enforce. CMS Law-Now, a large international organization that studies
the world’s complex legal issues, has found “that the enforcement of environmental regulation is
dependent upon the effectiveness of the relevant regulatory authority, which itself is subject to so
many pressures: Government policy, lack of resources.” 15 Given that regulatory authority is
comprised of government and funds, it is nearly impossible to construct a consistent authority
internationally with the same levels of enforcement when different nations have different access
to those elements. Clearly, human behavior is an issue but even efforts to establish productive
change and realign the advancement of the human race with the health of the planet are inadequate
and pose the largest threat to survival.
The recent United Nations Climate Change Conference of the Parties (COP26) brought
major parties around the globe to advance forward the climate initiatives established by the United
Nations (UN). The main goal of COP26 is to drastically cut and reduce emissions to lower global
warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius each year so that multilateral initiatives to preserve and protect the
planet can take place. Due to the dilemma of financing and countries shifting financial
responsibilities to others, there often is a stalemate that inhibits progress. However, COP26 has
brought hope through the record setting financing success this past year as it generated $350m for
the Adaptation Fund which is around three times the previous highest level” and contributed

15

“The Effectiveness of Environmental Regulation.” CMS_Law-Now_RGB, CMS Law-Now, 24 Mar. 2000,
https://www.cms-lawnow.com/ealerts/2000/03/the-effectiveness-of-environmental-regulation?cc_lang=en.
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$600m to the “Least Developed Country Fund.” 16 This massive increase in financing is not only
helpful for nations who struggle to access funding, but it demonstrates a growing effort and
participation multilaterally to enforce the climate agreements of the United Nations. This has also
“gave some confidence to developing countries that the $100 bn goal will be met in 2023” which
sends “a positive signal on adaptation finance at COP26 [which] was important in addressing the
growing impacts of climate change and enabling parties to reach a balanced, comprehensive
agreement across all areas of the Paris Agreement.” 17 It is evident that more deliberate policy is
continuing to be established and the issue of financing is being fought right beside it. These
conjoined efforts are a major step in the right direction and help establish adequate regulation and
improve the effectiveness of enforcement. However, with proper environmental rules of law and
increased accessibility to funding, there still is no complete guarantee that enforcement will be
carried out properly.
Nations around the globe may agree to international initiatives on climate change and
accept funding, but the next step is to enforce that rule of law through governing institutions. There
are some nations that, in fact, comply with these standards but lack legitimate domestic
enforcement. A major example and the world’s third biggest contributor of CO2 emissions is
India. 18 Despite their huge contributions to climate change and participation in international efforts
such as COP26, “more than two-thirds of the states/union territories in the country have neither
bothered to comply with the orders passed by the Supreme Court, nor complied with the directions
16

“COP26 Explained - ukcop26.Org.” United Nations Climate Change Conference, UK Government,
https://ukcop26.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/COP26-Explained.pdf.

17

“COP26 Explained - ukcop26.Org.” United Nations Climate Change Conference, UK Government,
https://ukcop26.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/COP26-Explained.pdf.

18

Blokhin, Andriy. “The 5 Countries That Produce the Most Carbon Dioxide (CO2).” Investopedia, Investopedia, 8
Dec. 2021, https://www.investopedia.com/articles/investing/092915/5-countries-produce-most-carbondioxide-co2.asp.
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given by the Ministry of Environment.” 19 This demonstrates not merely a lack of effort, but zero
compliance with international objectives that truly impedes on any effective progress. To dive
deeper into the issue, in 2015 the Meghalaya government “suspended rat hole mining and
transportation of coal in the entire state,” yet, “four years later, illegal practices continue unabated
in the state.” 20 There are direct government policies to curb harmful practices and regulate negative
consequences on the government and in many cases these efforts are entirely ignored with zero
accountability that is held. To make matters worse, the Indian “judiciary is already struggling to
clear the existing backlog of over 21,000 environment-related cases” which poses that the “lack of
respect and poor implementation of the judiciary’s orders only provides an explanation for [the]
degraded environment” in India. 21 This exemplifies the darkest issue of environmental policy and
largest obstacle towards creating a sustainable earth. As problematic as this is, it is not strictly tied
to India. There are “as many as 88 countries [that] have adopted the constitutional right to a healthy
environment” but the biggest challenge towards battling climate change exists in countries where
“failure to fully implement and enforce the environmental laws” is dominant. 22 These failures are
not simply impediments to progress; they are the most dangerous threats to the welfare of life on
the planet.

19

Pandey, Kiran. “This UN Report Shows Green Laws Remain in Books.” Downtoearth.org, Down To Earth, 31
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The world houses over 193 different countries that span over thousands of miles. It has
been seen that many global leaders will establish and enforce restrictive environmental policy
while other nations lack compliance and effective enforcement. Understanding this problem, many
companies will relocate their operations to countries with weak policy and little enforcement so
they may avoid costly restrictions on their operations. 23 This means that in large countries with
big economies, such as the United States, companies will move their most environmentally
impactful operations abroad to avoid American regulation and to operate in laxer environments. It
has been found “that global emission levels are lower for countries with tighter domestic
environmental regulations” which is a great sign of effectiveness for both the adequacy and
enforcement of environmental rule of law.

24

However, researchers have defined this behavior as

a “symbiotic relationship between countries’ environmental policies and the degree to which
companies pollute.” 25 Essentially, the transfer of pollution from domestic to abroad will improve
the status of the environment at home, but the level of pollution remains the same internationally.
This analysis has also measured and connected the level of corporate pollution to the company’s
governance as “companies commonly considered to have good governance structures produce
fewer emissions at home and export fewer emissions to foreign countries.” 26 While many
companies will attempt to evade environmental responsibility and compliance with the rule of law,

Ben-David, Itzhak (Zahi), et al. “Research: When Environmental Regulations Are Tighter at Home, Companies
Emit More Abroad.” Harvard Business Review, 17 Sept. 2021, https://hbr.org/2019/02/research-whenenvironmental-regulations-are-tighter-at-home-companies-emit-more-abroad.
24
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25
Ben-David, Itzhak (Zahi), et al. “Research: When Environmental Regulations Are Tighter at Home, Companies
Emit More Abroad.” Harvard Business Review, 17 Sept. 2021, https://hbr.org/2019/02/research-whenenvironmental-regulations-are-tighter-at-home-companies-emit-more-abroad.
26
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strong and proper governance is a major factor in how many corporations behave. Additionally, as
long as industry performs well, poorer nations will keep their doors open for corporations to
outsource their operations. Any cut of money is profitable money and that disincentivizes the
enforcement of environmental rule of law as money is a top priority for growth. The lack of strong
and proper governance both in government and business enables this dilemma to endure any
pressures from environmental rule of law.
Governance is predominantly formed by the people in and around the institution. While
the power of people as citizens is limited, the power of people as consumers is considerably larger.
Companies, whose revenue and success are dependent on consumer demand, have a substantial
interest in appealing to consumer values and ideologies. This can be seen with the recent push for
companies to align their values and mission with consumers’ values to establish Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR). Harvard Business Review has analyzed CSR and broke it down into three
elements. To fully drive business value through CSR, companies focus on three theaters:
philanthropy, operational effectiveness, and transformation. First, philanthropy focuses on minor
engagement such as donations or other support to civic organizations. These interactions improve
public reception of the company and demonstrate a civic interest of the company. Second,
operations are improved to “deliver social or environmental benefits in ways that support a
company’s operations across the value chain” 27 which ultimately improves efficacy and
effectiveness of the firm. These projects can be focused on “sustainability initiatives that reduce
resource use, waste, or emissions, which may in turn reduce costs.” 28 While the consumer’s

27

28

Kasturi Rangan, V., et al. “The Truth about CSR.” Harvard Business Review, 9 Mar. 2015,
https://hbr.org/2015/01/the-truth-about-csr.
Kasturi Rangan, V., et al. “The Truth about CSR.” Harvard Business Review, 9 Mar. 2015,
https://hbr.org/2015/01/the-truth-about-csr.
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perception of the company may or may not be stimulated, these actions benefit the environment
and improve the operations of the company. This demonstrates the positive impact that CSR
implementation through investment in different business processes can yield for the planet and the
firm. Third, a combination of phase one and two with a major adjustment in the business model
leads to a substantial increase in business value. There are several examples of firms with great
brand value, but one who has accomplished all three phases is IKEA. The company has created its
People & Planet initiative to make its supply chain 100% sustainable by 2020 which has
established a great perspective in the consumer’s eyes and allowed them to recreate business
practices such as collecting and recycling furniture to help their process. 29 Consequently, this plan
has helped reduce furniture trash and that impact on the planet. The company is able to drive value
by reinventing their business process and align with environmental responsibility. CSR has proven
and continues to prove that it is a mutually beneficial opportunity for firms and the planet to
succeed.
While CSR can lead to reduced costs, better public relations, and improvements in the
business model, several companies and industries still might not pursue it as a priority especially
when the countries those companies operate in, do not properly enforce environmental policy.
CMS Law-Now analyzed how “commerce and industry are unlikely to modify their behaviour for
the benefit of the environment without societal pressures to do so by incentives and/or
disincentives.” 30 There is a lack of urgency and responsibility for companies to make serious
changes in their commerce and industrial operations because of the cost it may hold. Even when

Kasturi Rangan, V., et al. “The Truth about CSR.” Harvard Business Review, 9 Mar. 2015,
https://hbr.org/2015/01/the-truth-about-csr.
30
“The Effectiveness of Environmental Regulation.” CMS_Law-Now_RGB, CMS Law-Now, 24
Mar. 2000, https://www.cms-lawnow.com/ealerts/2000/03/the-effectiveness-of-environmentalregulation?cc_lang=en.
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the returns on environmental investments are high, if it is not a necessity, many companies will
not even consider it unless there is immense social pressure to do so. It has been found that “more
than 50% of consumers are willing to pay more for a product or service if the business prioritizes
sustainability,” meaning companies not only increase consumer interest in their product but are
able to sell at higher prices and compete in their markets. 31 There is a direct incentive in investing
in environmentally friendly projects for companies which suffices as enough pressure to modify
their behavior. In the end, the perception and behavior of the customer dictates how industry will
operate for better or for worse.
Given the relative ineffectiveness of environmental policy and the serious dangers
the planet is facing, it seems like the only thing left is inevitable doom. However, as seen in the
beginning stages of climate destruction, the root cause of these negative impacts on the planet is
human behavior. In addition, the biggest opportunity for climate improvement is good governance,
both for companies and governments. Both of these elements are derived from human
consumership. This consumership reflects the demand and values of individuals which are
instrumental to the actions of companies. When this demand prioritizes the planet, the economy
will align itself with those values and CSR will transpire; allowing for those institutions to follow
environmental rule of law and for international efforts to succeed. Human demand must switch
from overconsumption to responsible consumption and lead the global economy away from a state
of friction to a state of preservation and economic responsibility. The human race has the power
to change its harmful footprint on the planet, but it starts with their consumership that controls
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global interactions. Their decisions as individuals on a massive planet seem minuscule, but they
drastically affect how corporations, big and small, will treat the planet to deliver their wants and
needs.
To bring these conclusions full circle, it is important to mention that the point is not to
disembark from a journey of human advancement, but to reevaluate the process so that it does not
destroy everything in its path. The path to effective progress is one that sustainably supports all
life so the planet can thrive as one, which it once did. It is evident that human interaction has
played the largest role in establishing and advancing negative impacts on the environment.
However, it is also apparent that human behavior is substantial to good governance and can lead
to powerful change. A shift in human ideology will instrumentally improve the effectiveness and
enforcement of environmental policy as well as the operation of business. In conclusion, to solve
the risk of resource depletion and challenges brought by climate change, humans must act and take
steps in the right direction; because, in the end, the earth and its resources are a sacred home for
all life to thrive.
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